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Abstract
Landing gear are a key structure in aircraft, not only supporting it on the ground, but also absorbing energy
during landing, taxiing and braking. Due to the complexity of their construction, their dynamic behaviour
is extremely complicated and the nonlinear response can result in the shimmy phenomenon. In this paper,
several landing gear and tyre models are considered making use of a Virtual Lab Motion (VLM) multi-body
analysis coupled with an AUTO bifurcation analysis in order to map the limit cycle oscillations (shimmy)
with respect to changes in the system parameters; these results are compared with time integration results. It
is shown that including the wheel dynamics in the stability analysis of the system and modelling the dynamics
of the longitudinal tyre slip are essential in order to obtain accurate predictions.

1 Introduction

Aircraft landing gears are structures that support the aircraft on the ground and absorb energy during landing,
taxiing and braking. Their modelling requires a very high level of engineering expertise due to the complex-
ity characterizing each component they consist of [1, 2]. Dynamic and static analyses have to be accurately
performed to assure the feasibility of the design. Important phenomena to be considered in such analyses in-
clude spin-up/spring-back on landing and dynamic instabilities such as shimmy [3, 4]. Shimmy results from
the nonlinear interaction between the follower forces acting on the tyre and the modes of vibration, resulting
in Limit Cycle Oscillations (LCOs). The use of bifurcation analysis provides an efficient methodology to
determine the boundaries of stable dynamic regimes [5, 6].

It is important to realistically model the system of interest in order to perform bifurcation, dynamic and static
analyses. For complex systems such as an aircraft landing gear, simplifications need to be considered in or-
der to make the analysis possible and/or to be completed in a feasible computational time. However, these
assumptions have to be considered carefully to ensure that major dynamic characteristics are not missed.
Previous studies have been performed in the field of bifurcation analysis applied to landing gear systems; the
main aim in such analyses is to detect the possible occurrence of the shimmy phenomena and to investigate
the effect of structural parameter variations. The inclusion of longitudinal slip conditions and associated
wheel dynamics has not usually been considered in previous academic studies [7, 8, 9]. In this paper the im-
portance of considering the wheel dynamics in the bifurcation analysis to correctly perform stability analysis
is presented. This consideration indicates the importance of including the dynamics of the longitudinal slip
in the tyre modelling since the wheel dynamics are strongly influenced by the longitudinal slip dynamics. In
particular, it is shown how neglecting the dynamics of the wheels can lead to a completely incorrect result.

The paper shows and explains the importance in considering the longitudinal slip states and wheel dynamics
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on the tyre/ground generalized forces. Moreover, the analysis highlights the importance of including the
vertical dynamics characterizing the shock absorber in the bifurcation analysis when non-linearity is present
in the component modeling. Results are shown from the models of a representative aircraft landing gear
obtained by coupling a LMS Virtual Lab Motion (VLM) multi-body code [10] with the AUTO continuation
code [11], combined with two different tyre models.

2 Models

In this section the models adopted to describe the landing gear and tyre dynamics are presented. Two models
of different complexity in the component modelling have been considered for the landing gear systems and
for each landing gear system the investigation has been performed adopting two tyre models. The reason for
considering more than one model is in generalizing the conclusions we eventually draw.

2.1 Landing Gear Models

The two landing gear models used for the stability investigation are briefly presented. They are both dual-
wheel multi-body landing gears modelled in LMS Virtual.Lab Motion.

Both landing gear models are shown in Figures 1 and 2 and, considering all the adopted constraints, they
have 14 and 18 degrees of freedom, respectively.

The differences in the adopted models are in terms of the considered joints and representation of the shock
absorber. There are three joints in the first landing gear model, already presented in [4], and four in the
second one. In particular, the ‘new’ fourth joint, which is the revolute joint between the Main 1 and the
Main 2 in Figure 2, allows an out-of-plane degree of freedom, i.e. a longitudinal motion of the landing gear
thanks to a rotation around the local ‘y-axis’ (β). In the first model the shock absorber is represented as a
linear damper between the point at which the fuselage is supposed to be fixed to the landing gear and a fixed
point set above the first stated point. Thus, in the first landing gear model a complete analysis cannot be
performed: for instance touching down, spring back/spin up phenomena cannot be simulated and realistic
vertical motion of the landing gear during a ground manoeuvre is not well modelled.

In the second model, the shock absorber is modelled thanks to the use of a vector force acting along the
vertical axis connecting the central point of the lower and upper face of the Main 2 and Main 3 structures
(Figure 2). The vector force simulates the presence of a nonlinear shock absorber in terms of stiffness
(Fshocks), damping (Fshockd

) and friction (Fshockf
) forces (eq. 1).

Fshocks = p2·A·
(

V2

V2 −A ·X

)n

; Fshockd
= −

ρ ·A3
h

2 · (cd ·Aorifice)2
·Ẋ|Ẋ|; Fshockf

= 0.1(Fshocks+Fshockd
)

(1)
where

– p2 and V2 are the pneumatic pressure and volume at the fully extended state and the considered values
are 2.586 · 106 Pa and 0.002m3, respectively.

– A is the piston area and its values is fixed equal to 0.01m2

– cd is the discharge coefficient with a value equal to 0.8

– n is the index of the polytropic compression and is equal to 1.35

– ρ is the density of the hydraulic fluid and the considered value is 860kg/m3

– Aorifice is the shock absorber orifice and its value is fixed equal to 7.218 · 10−5m2
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– Ah = A−Aorifice

Regarding the joints adopted in both the landing gear models, the relative dynamics are described by the
states δ, ψ and ∆. These states characterize the following degrees of freedoms

1. torsional, ψ, describing the rotation of the wheel/axle assembly about the local z axis;

2. in-plane, δ, expressing the bending of the oleo piston in the local y-z plane, i.e. about the local x axis;

3. in-plane, ∆, describing the bending of the wheel axle in the local y-z plane, i.e. about the local x axis;

The model and values adopted for the nonlinear shock absorber refer to the modeling presented by Currey
[2].

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Model 1 - multi-body landing gear modeled in LMS Virtual.Lab Motion.

The values adopted for the main structural parameters characterizing the multi-body models are presented in
Appendix A.

2.2 Tyre Models

The adopted tyre models are:

– a model that considers the formulation provided by Pacejka [12] for the transient behaviour of the tyre
slip states and the Magic Formula for the steady-state tyre model. The model has been presented in
[4] and adopts two first order differential equations to model the contact patch lateral and longitudinal
slip. Then the contact patch slip quantities are adopted as input for the steady-state tyre slip model to
obtain as output the transient force and moment variation that act upon the contact patch [12].

– the TNO model available in LMS Virtual.Lab Motion [10].

For both the considered models, continuation analysis has been performed considering first just a lateral
tyre slip and then a combined (lateral and longitudinal) slip dynamics [12] including the dynamics of the
angular velocity for each wheel. Two first order differential equations model the contact patch lateral and
longitudinal slip. In what follows, the lateral and longitudinal contact patch slip for the ith wheel (i = R,L
for the right and left wheels) are labelled with λi and ui.

Two issues worth mentioning:

– the dynamic behaviour of the wheels can be included in the analysis only if the longitudinal tyre slip
dynamic is included as well, as they are related to each other.
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Figure 2: Model 2 - multi-body landing gear modeled in LMS Virtual.Lab Motion

– the adopted values for both the landing gears and tyre models are not intended to represent any spe-
cific aircraft. They have been selected in order to have meaningful results, e.g. a stable response to
perturbations at low velocity.

3 Bifurcation Analysis, Results and Discussion

In this section a brief overview on how the bifurcation analysis has been performed considering multi-body
systems in VLM is presented and then the results and discussion are provided.

3.1 Coupling AUTO to VLM

In order to couple AUTO to LMS Virtual.Lab Motion a Matlab version of AUTO, the Dynamical System
Toolbox [13] has been used. It integrates AUTO into Matlab via mex functions to perform bifurcation
analysis of dynamical systems for which an analytic description is available or that are modelled in software
able to interface with Matlab. In the present analysis, LMS Virtual.Lab Motion has been interfaced with
Matlab using a library available in VLM itself [10] so that all the states of the model are available in the
Matlab environment. Figure 3 presents the flow chart of the general process adopted for the coupling. At
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the beginning the bifurcation parameters (P) and the independent states (U) of the system to be considered
in order to investigate the stability of the system of interest need to be selected. Then, an equilibrium
solution for the system needs to be determined in particular in terms of the selected bifurcation parameters
and independent states. These values are used to start the continuation analysis. In order to describe how
the continuation works, sub-indexes i and k are here adopted. The stated equilibrium solution is given
by the set (Pi,Uik) = (P0,U00) for i = k = 0. The index i stands for each step of the continuation
analysis, the index k stands for the steps needed to AUTO to determine the correct set of values given to
the independent states (Ui), i.e. the values of the independent states (U) such that a steady state solution
is found for the considered bifurcation parameter values (Pi). At the end, a set of bifurcation parameters
and states (Pi,Uik) in the range of interest for which the system is in steady state (equilibrium and periodic
branch - LCO) can be determined together with the stability of the system along the branches. Moreover,
occurrence of bifurcations, i.e. sudden ‘qualitative’ or topological change of a system due to a small smooth
change made to the parameter values (the bifurcation parameters) can be detected. Finally, if self-excited
oscillation (Limit Cycle Oscillations such as shimmy or flutter) occurs then a characterization (amplitude,
period and steady state response) can be performed.

Bifurcation Parameters (𝑷𝒊) 
e.g. forward velocity,  

acting forces,  
parameters of interest 

 
States of the system selected to 

do the continuation (𝑼𝒊𝒌) 

System of interest 
can be analytically described or can be 

modelled in a software that can be 
interfaced with MATLAB 

 
 

All the dependent states are evaluated  
given the values of 𝑷𝒊 and 𝑼𝒊𝒌 

Derivatives of the states 
selected to perform the 

continuation analysis 
are evaluated given the 

values of 𝑷𝒊 and 𝑼𝒊𝒌 

(𝑷𝒊, 𝑼𝒊𝒌) 
YES 

                       𝒊, 𝒌 
NO 

Check: 
- Steady state solutions?  

(equilibrium or periodic branch-LCO) 

Stability analysis, 
occurrence of 
bifurcations, 

LCO 
characterization 

Figure 3: Flow chart for the process developed in Matlab to couple AUTO-VLM using the Dynamical System
Toolbox [13] and the library available in VLM to ‘handle’ the states of the multi-body model.

In the present analysis, the forward velocity V and the vertical load experienced by the nose landing gear
Wn are considered as bifurcation parameters. Regarding the independent states, these can be differently
been selected and it is in the way they are chosen that the continuation analysis is given meaningful results.
This issue will be discussed in subsection 3.2.

3.2 Results and Discussion

In the present subsection the results obtained performing the bifurcation analysis of the two described landing
gear models considering two tyre models (section 2) are provided.

3.2.1 First landing gear model

Pacejka Based Tyre Model The first discussion considers the bifurcation diagrams obtained for the first
landing gear model adopting the Pacejka based tyre model. The independent states considered to perform
the bifurcation analysis are the states and derivatives describing the dynamics of the joints (δ, ψ and ∆), the
contact patch slip adopted in the landing gear models and in case the longitudinal slips are considered, the
angular velocities of the wheels (Ωi) are also included among the states used in the continuation. Figure
4 shows the results obtained for the bifurcation diagrams in which the forward velocity V is varied. The
bifurcation diagrams show the equilibrium solution (continuous blue line and dot red line for the stable and
unstable solutions) and maximum amplitude of the stable periodical solutions - periodical branch (continuous
black line and dotted green line including or neglecting the wheels’ and longitudinal contact patch dynamics
in the analysis) for the states δ, ψ and ∆ and the lateral contact patch λi. The longitudinal contact patch
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ui is not shown here since the comparison is between the results obtained including or neglecting the wheel
dynamics and the longitudinal contact patch.

The points of the periodical branches on the equilibrium branch are the so called Hopf bifurcation points
and define the change of stability of the system. If a perturbation is given to the system at a velocity in
the range for which an unstable equilibrium occurs, the system is attracted by a periodical solution whose
amplitude is the one on the periodical branch at the same forward velocity. Looking at figure 4, first of
all it is apparent that the inclusion of the longitudinal slip and wheel dynamics change both the velocity at
which the stability changes and the amplitude characterizing the LCO. In order to underline the influence
of the longitudinal slip dynamics and the importance of their inclusion together with the wheel dynamics
in the analysis, a validation of the bifurcation diagrams in one parameter has been performed using LMS
Virtual.Lab to simulate the multi-body landing gear model. The validation has been run for 14 values of
the forward velocity giving an initial perturbation to the states of the system and waiting for the multi-
body system to reach an equilibrium solution or a stable periodical oscillation. The obtained responses are
shown using green dots in Figure 4. Clearly, for the periodical oscillations the maximum amplitude has been
considered. The importance of including the longitudinal slip and wheel dynamics is clear already in this
first analysis.

TNO tyre Model Considering the first landing gear model introduced in section 2, a second analysis has
been performed adopting a different tyre model, the TNO model. The obtained results are very substantial:
the inclusion of the wheel dynamics and so the longitudinal slip dynamics, as underlined in section 2, allows
the bifurcation analysis to detect the presence of a limit cycle that is otherwise not present. This is shown
in Figure 5: the bifurcation diagrams obtained neglecting the stated dynamics appear in Figure 5a, while a
representative one related to the inclusion of the wheels’ and longitudinal slip dynamics is presented in Figure
5b. The light blue line is for unstable periodical oscillations, while the continuous black line denotes a stable
limit cycle. Looking at these results it is apparent that neglecting the stated dynamics one can conclude that
there is not any kind of periodical oscillation until almost 100 m/s. This is an altogether different outcome,
as shown in Figure 6 which presents the results of the validation performed with the Pacejka based Tyre
Model. There is a complete agreement between the results given by the bifurcation analysis including the
wheel dynamics and the simulation in LMS Virtual.Lab Motion.

3.2.2 Second landing gear model

Further analyses have been performed considering a more complex landing gear model, the one that includes
the ‘longitudinal’ joint and the nonlinear shock absorber.

As stated in section 1 the aim of the analysis is to investigate not only the importance of the longitudinal slip
dynamics but also the vertical dynamics characterizing the relative displacement of the shock absorber. The
results will be provided and discussed considering first the Pacejka based tyre model and then the TNO.

Pacejka Based Tyre Model Analyses of the system have been performed not including either the wheel
dynamics or the vertical dynamics in the continuation, neglecting the wheel dynamics but including the
vertical dynamics, without the vertical dynamic but including all wheel dynamics and finally, including all
the dynamics. Looking for a possible change of stability in the system, it has been concluded that shimmy
does not occur in the first two stated cases, while it does in the last two. These results mean that the vertical
dynamics are not influencing the change in the stability of the system for the analysed case. Instead, the
wheel dynamics have a significant role in the stability analysis of the landing gear system.

Significant influences can be observed in the bifurcation diagrams in terms of the forward velocity as bi-
furcation parameter (Figure 7). As in previous presented analyses the continuous black line and the dashed
green line are adopted for the periodical branch (the maximum amplitude for the periodical oscillations)
obtained including always the wheel dynamics but neglecting (7a) and including (7b)) the vertical dynamics.
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Figure 4: One parameter bifurcation diagram obtained considering or neglecting the wheels dynamic and
the longitudinal slip in the continuation. Continuous blue line and dot red line are adopted for the stable and
unstable solutions. Continuous black line and dot green line are used for the periodical branches obtained
including or neglecting the wheels’ and longitudinal contact patch dynamics in the continuation analysis.
The green dots are the steady state response obtained in VLM running the multi-body model.

Moreover, two time simulation steps (∆t = 10−4 (7a) and ∆t = 10−5 (7b)) have been applied to evaluate
the steady state response in LMS Virtual.Lab Motion time history simulations. Comparing all the obtained
results, one can conclude that:

– the inclusion of the vertical dynamics is of particular importance in correctly tracking the amplitude
of the periodical oscillation. This means that if nonlinearities are included in component that excites
a certain dynamic, such as the shock absorber, the associated states must be considered in the analysis
of stability in order to have correct results. In the present case, nonlinearities have been added in the
second landing gear model through the inclusion of the shock absorber and this excites the vertical
dynamic. In particular, it has been shown that such a dynamic is not drastically influencing the change
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Figure 5: One parameter bifurcation diagrams obtained neglecting the wheels dynamic (a) and including the
dynamics (b). Continuous blue line and dotted red line are adopted for the stable and unstable solutions. The
light blue line is for unstable periodical oscillations, while the continuous black line is used for stable limit
cycles.

of stability in the presented case, but the amplitude of the periodical oscillation.

– once all the significant dynamics are included, AUTO is most robust in giving information about the
stability and amplitude of periodic oscillation of the system. In fact, for the present model a time step
simulation of 10−4 sec is not enough to have a correct simulation of the model.

TNO tyre Model The same conclusion just drawn for the more complex landing gear model adopting
the Pacejka based tyre model is noted for the TNO tyre model. Figure 8 presents the bifurcation diagrams
obtained, from left to right, considering both the vertical and wheel dynamics (case 1), neglecting the vertical
dynamics (case 2), neglecting both the wheels’ and the vertical dynamics (case 3). The green and cyan lines
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indicate stable and unstable limit cycles respectively, while blue and dashed red lines stand for stable and
unstable equilibrium solutions. Depending on the states that are considered the results differ in:

– the points for which a change of stability occurs

– the presence of an unstable periodical oscillation.

In the first two cases of Figure 8, the green solution branches stop at a particular value and this is due to
solutions failure during the continuation.

In order to emphasize the correctness in considering both the vertical and wheel dynamics, two simulations
have been run for this case in LMS Virtual.Lab motion. Forward velocities of 4 and 6.9 m/s are selected
for obtaining the responses. This is because at these values for V the bifurcation analysis is giving different
results depending on the states considered in the continuation.

– for V = 4 m/s the system should be stabilized in the first two considered cases and oscillating in the
third case.

– for V = 6.9 m/s the system should be unstable in the first case and stabilized in the last two considered
cases.

Figure 9 shows the phase plots in three states of the joint, obtained using the time simulation responses in
VLM; the green and red points are used for the starting and ending points of the simulation. It is apparent
that, starting from a perturbed condition the system is stabilized for V = 4 m/s, while it is completely
unstable for V = 6.9 m/s.

The results presented for both the landing gear systems and adopting two types of tyre models allows an
important conclusion: the wheels dynamics must be considered to track a change in the stability of the
system as well as the amplitude of periodical oscillations and the same is valid for all the nonlinear elements
of the considered system, such as the vertical characteristics of the shock absorber in the presented case.

4 Conclusions

A multi-body landing gear system was modelled using LMS Virtual.Lab Motion, coupled to the AUTO
software, in order to perform bifurcation analyses of the system. The results of the bifurcation analyses were
compared with numerical simulations of the full model. Two landing gear models and two tyre models were
considered. The importance of including the wheel dynamics in the stability analysis was demonstrated,
adding the wheel angular velocities as additional states: this is of primary importance in order to track a
change in the stability of the system and occurrence of limit cycle oscillations. Since the wheel dynamics
can be fully described only if the longitudinal tyre slip dynamics are also considered, then the importance in
accurately modelling both the longitudinal and lateral slip for tyres was shown. For the cases of a nonlinear
shock absorber, it was shown to be important to include the associated vertical dynamics in the stability
analysis. The continuation approach used for the bifurcation analysis was confirmed to be a powerful way
to determine the steady state response of the system, and was more reliable than the multi-body software
approach provided that all the significant dynamics were included in the stability analysis.
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Figure 6: Validation of one parameter bifurcation diagram obtained considering the wheels dyanamic and
the longitudinal slip in the continuation. Continuous blue line and red line are adopted for the stable and
unstable solutions. Continuous black line for the periodical branches. The dot green points are the steady
state responce obtained in VLM running the multi-body model.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7: One parameter bifurcation diagramand superimposed time simulation results, with wheel dynamics
included and vertical dynamics neglected (a) and included (b). Continuous blue line and dotted red line are
adopted for the stable and unstable solutions; a continuous black line and the dashed green line are adopted
for the periodical branch (the maximum amplitude for the periodical oscillations). The green dots are the
steady state responses obtained in VLM running the multi-body model with time steps ∆t = 10−4 in (a) and
∆t = 10−5 in (b).
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while blue and dashed red line stand for stable and unstable equilibrium solutions.
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green and red points are used for the starting and ending points of the simulation
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A Appendix

A.1 Values of main parameters in landing gear model

The nominal values adopted for the structural parameters of the first and second adopted landing gear model
are provided in Table 1 and 2.

Parameter Label Nominal Value Units
Unloaded radius r0 0.5 m

Gear length lδ 1 m
Mass of the fuselage MF 11000 kg

Mass of the main fitting MMF 60 kg
Mass of the wheel axle MWA 100 kg

Mass of the wheel (left and right) MW 110 kg
Stiffness fuselage - main fitting k1 1.5 · 106 N m rad−1

Stiffness main fitting - trail body k2 25000 N m rad−1

Stiffness trail body - wheel axle k3 750000 N m rad−1

Damping fuselage - main fitting of the left wheel d1 400 N m s rad−1

Damping main fitting - trail body d2 400 N m s rad−1

Damping trail body - wheel axle d3 400 N m s rad−1

Inertia x (and y) axis - main fitting I1MF 0.164 kg m2

Inertia z axis - main fitting I3MF 6.136 · 10−4 kg m2

Inertia x (and y) axis - wheel axle I1WA 0.013 kg m2

Inertia z axis - wheel axle I3WA 4.771 · 10−5 kg m2

Inertia x (and z) axis - wheel (right and left) I1W 7 kg m2

Inertia y axis - wheel (right and left) I2W 11 kg m2

Table 1: Values adopted for the main parameters characterizing the first multi-body landing gear model.
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Parameter Label Nominal Value Units
Mass of the main fitting 1 MMF1 10 Kg

Inertia x axis - main fitting 1 I1MF1 0.276 kg m2

Inertia y axis - main fitting 1 I2MF1 0.2896 kg m2

Inertia z axis - main fitting 1 I3MF1 0.226 kg m2

Mass of the main fitting 2 MMF2 5 Kg
Inertia x axis - main fitting 2 I1MF2 0.0063 kg m2

Inertia y axis - main fitting 2 I2MF2 0.0198 kg m2

Inertia z axis - main fitting 2 I3MF2 0.0198 kg m2

Mass of the main fitting 3 MMF3 70 Kg
Inertia x axis - main fitting 3 I1MF3 0.0875 kg m2

Inertia y axis - main fitting 3 I2MF3 5.8771 kg m2

Inertia z axis - main fitting 3 I3MF3 5.8771 kg m2

Mass of the wheel axle MWA 100 Kg
Inertia x axis - wheel axle I1WA 3.1406 kg m2

Inertia y axis - wheel axle I2WA 0.2813 kg m2

Inertia z axis - wheel axle I3WA 3.1406 kg m2

Mass of the wheel (left and right) MW 110 Kg
Inertia x axis - wheel (right and left) I1W 7 kg m2

Inertia y axis - wheel (right and left) I2W 11 kg m2

Inertia z axis - wheel (right and left) I2W 7 kg m2

Mass of the trail MW 1.885 Kg
Inertia x axis - wheel I1W 0.004 kg m2

Inertia y axis - wheel I2W 0.004 kg m2

Inertia z axis - wheel I2W 0.0034 kg m2

Stiffness fuselage - main fitting 1 k1 1.5 · 106 N m rad−1

Damping fuselage - main fitting 1 d1 400 N m s rad−1

Stiffness main fitting 1 - main fitting 2 k2 1.5 · 106 N m rad−1

Damping main fitting 1 - main fitting 2 d2 80000 N m s rad−1

Stiffness trail body - wheel axle k3 750000 N m rad−1

Damping trail body - wheel axle d3 400 N m s rad−1

Stiffness trail body - main fitting 3 k3 25000 N m rad−1

Damping trail body - main fitting 3 d3 400 N m s rad−1

Table 2: Values adopted for the main parameters characterizing the second multi-body landing gear model.
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